The current trajectory of predictive artificial intelligence and algorithms suggests that their introduction into Canadian criminal courts is inevitable. This paper considers how predictive technologies can feature in Canadian criminal law. It suggests that peace bonds, as tools of preventative justice, are likely to attract the use of predictive technologies. Drawing on Canadian jurisprudence and increasingly used police technologies, the paper discusses the challenges and opportunities of adopting such technologies and addresses how the use of these machines would likely play out in the practice of criminal law. It cautions that a coherent legal framework is essential to optimize artificial intelligence’s potential in and out of the courtroom while maintaining Charter-protected liberty interests. The paper concludes by proposing that ongoing dialogue about predictive technology’s proper use and scope in criminal law should commence at the earliest opportunity. Particularly, it intends to contribute to the emerging discourse surrounding artificial intelligence and criminal law in Canada.

La trajectoire actuelle du développement de l'intelligence artificielle et des algorithmes prédicifs suggère que leur introduction dans les tribunaux canadiens est inévitable. Les auteurs examinent la manière dont les technologies prédicitives peuvent constituer des éléments du droit pénal canadien. Ils suggèrent que les engagements de ne pas troubler l’ordre public, en tant qu’outils de la justice préventive, risquent de susciter le recours aux technologies prédicitives. Se fondant sur la jurisprudence canadienne et les technologies policières utilisées de plus en plus couramment, les auteurs examinent les difficultés et les avantages de l’adoption de ces technologies et traitent de la manière dont l’utilisation de ces machines pourrait se dérouler dans le contexte de l’exercice du droit pénal. Ils préviennent qu’il est essentiel de posséder un cadre juridique cohérent pour optimiser le potentiel de l’intelligence artificielle à la fois à l’intérieur et à l’extérieur des prétoires tout en protégeant les libertés prévues par la Charte. Les auteurs concluent en proposant que s’ouvre dès que possible un dialogue permanent au sujet de l’utilisation et de la portée appropriées de la technologie prédicitive dans...
The long enduring history of preventive judicial powers means that they are part of the fabric of our law even in cases where no offence has been proven. Their policy rationale is clear: where the reasonably certain commission of an offence can be prevented, it may be in the interest of the likely offender, his potential victim and of society to prevent the offence. This is particularly true when the preventive measures employed are less restrictive than the punishment that might flow from a conviction. Therefore, I take the view that there is nothing inherently contrary to fundamental justice in lesser restrictions on liberty that are based on the potential for future offences, provided they are carefully drafted.

However, the Court cannot grant a license to legislate just any preventive measure imaginable. The breadth and severity of the preventive restrictions must be in keeping with the triggering event that legitimizes the restriction and with the standard of proof required in proving the risk posed by the potential offender. In other words, a conviction for a serious offence with proof of dangerousness beyond a reasonable doubt can justify even indeterminate detention; proof on a balance
of probabilities that an offence will be committed may only permit restrictions on liberty short of detention.¹

1. Introduction

Writing in 1996, Justice Edward Then was tasked with ruling on the constitutionality of section 810.1 of the Criminal Code of Canada.² Enacted three years prior, the provision allowed for the imposition of preventative conditions on any person likely to commit a sexual offence against a child under the age of 14 years. The provision was found to be constitutional as it struck “a reasonable balance between the liberty interests of the defendant and the state’s interest in protecting young children from harm.”³ The Ontario Court of Appeal endorsed Justice Then’s analysis and acknowledged the “impossibility of making exact predictions” about a person’s future dangerousness. The substitute for exactitude, both courts held, is a “reasonably based sense of apprehension” about a future event that is proven by evidence; in other words, it is one that “equates to a belief, objectively established, that the individual will commit an offence.”⁴ The courts referred to such a “reasonably based sense” as originating from a reasonable person’s perspective. But what if that “sense” comes from a machine?

Artificial intelligence (“AI”) transforms vast amounts of data into “actionable predictions and identifications,”⁵ including places where harm will occur, the type of predicted harm, and by whom the harm may be caused.⁶ AI is now able to “identify likely targets for police intervention and prevent crime … by making statistical predictions.”⁷ Police services across the Western world—including the United States (US),⁸ United
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Kingdom (UK), and Canada—currently employ AI for these very purposes.

The current trajectory of predictive AI (hereafter, “predictive technology”) suggests that its introduction into Canadian criminal courts is inevitable. When that day arrives, courts will be tasked with performing their own analyses in respect of AI evidence and its many applications throughout the justice system. This paper predicts that peace bond proceedings will likely feature as a principal forum for those analyses, given the increasing reliance on predictive technology as machine-generated proof of future risk, coupled with the peace bond’s function as the quintessential preventative justice tool. The paper considers the possible implications of adopting predictive technology in the peace bond context. It cautions that a coherent legal framework is essential to optimize AI’s potential in and out of the courtroom while maintaining Charter-protected liberty interests. Although AI is far from infallible, its ability to enhance accuracy and objectivity in the fact-finding process is profound, so long as its promise and potential pitfalls are fully appreciated. These pitfalls, including issues of bias, transparency, and accountability, are discussed in this paper. As such, this paper intends to contribute to the emerging discourse surrounding AI and criminal law in Canada.

The current study is separated into four subsequent sections. Section 2 introduces AI and algorithms and canvases their use in policing and legal decision-making, with a focus on the criminal justice system. This section outlines how various justice systems have adopted predictive technologies. Section 3 details preventative justice and introduces peace bonds as the judicial tools that seek to further that objective. Section 4 demonstrates how peace bonds will likely attract the use of predictive
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technologies to assist in preventing criminality. This section also describes possible implications arising as a result of the peace bond-AI combination. Finally, after examining the benefits and drawbacks of the peace bond-AI relationship, the paper suggests that lawmakers ought to address the complexities that predictive technologies may present and develop a coherent legal framework to govern its use in criminal courts. Ultimately, this paper concludes that AI is an inevitable presence in our criminal justice system and an ongoing dialogue about its proper use and scope should commence at the earliest opportunity.

2. Artificial Intelligence: Forecasts and Predictions

AI relies on algorithms and machine learning to analyze and interpret big data. In scholarly literature, big data is known for its three V’s: volume, velocity, and variety. It ranges from anything as familiar as social media data, to complex biometric data, to more convoluted smart city data. Indeed, big data is often derived “from a range of sources, including but not limited to smartphones, digital cameras, Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking devices, internet searches, consumer databases, social media, open data sources and smart software.” Despite the extent to which big data features in our lives, “[i]ts potential is unlocked only when leveraged to drive decision making.”

At its core, big data is driven by a simple idea: collect enough information about the past, apply the right analytic tools, and “you can find unexpected connections and correlations, which can help you make unusually accurate predictions about the future.” These predictions range from the banal (who will buy what product?) to the life-saving
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(who will commit a terrorist attack?). To produce accurate predictions, big data requires a constant supply of information, “including information about people, places, and things collected by sensors, cell phones, click patterns, and the like.”

The combination of big data and algorithms is now being used for administrative decision-making. Automated decision-making is used in a number of contexts internationally, which include health care and environmental predictions. Domestically, automated decision-making is featured in contexts such as tribunal adjudication and immigration. Given the growth of algorithms, the Government of Canada recently implemented the Directive on Automated Decision-Making. The Directive applies to government entities and ensures that “Automated Decision Systems are deployed in a manner that reduces risks to Canadians and federal institutions, and leads to a more efficient, accurate, consistent, and interpretable decisions made pursuant to Canadian law.”

As evinced by the Government of Canada, predictive AI applications are sometimes referred to as Automated Decision Systems (“ADS”). These systems assist human decision-making processes through the application of statistical or computational techniques. As ADS relate to the legal sphere, Jesse Beatson divides them into two types: (1) legal expert systems, and (2) predictive analytics. First, legal expert systems enable swift and efficient legal decision-making processes. The systems are provided a set
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of rules that are designed to conduct legal analyses on a case-by-case basis. Beatson provides an example of a legal expert system in Australia, where the technology “provide[s] guidance on the applicability and content of relevant legislation, policy, and case law.”

Second, predictive analytics are undertaken by using big data and machine learning. Machine learning is already being tested and used in several police departments across the Western world and is at our fingertips through daily technologies such as smartphones and tablets. In brief, technologies equipped with machine learning can sift through newly acquired data and self-teach, ultimately keeping them accurate and up-to-date. Beatson summarizes their unique capacity succinctly: “An important trait of [machine learning] algorithms is that rather than process a stable set of instructions repeatedly, they typically exhibit ‘self-learning’, rewriting themselves as they run.” Without machine learning, “it could take weeks or years of sifting through a database to discover a pattern” for predictive purposes.

A) Current Applications in Criminal Justice—Policing

Predictive technologies are currently employed throughout justice systems in a number of countries in both policing and criminal court contexts. In the policing context, AI transforms available data into actionable person- and place-based predictions. Among others uses, these predictions can be used to plan police patrols (place-based) and identify those who are likely to become victims or perpetrators of crime (person-based).
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The great promise of predictive policing is that data can inform targeted strategies to reduce crime and violence in a more efficient manner. As Andrew Guthrie Ferguson explains,

[p]redictive policing has become a generic term for any crime fighting approach that includes a reliance on information technology (usually crime mapping data and analysis), criminology theory, predictive algorithms, and the use of data to improve crime suppression on the streets.

Predictive policing features most prominently in the US. In 2011, the Los Angeles Police Department (“LAPD”) coined a program known as LASER, or the Los Angeles Strategic Extraction and Restoration. The program was used to designate recidivists by providing LAPD officers with photos and descriptions of individuals who the program deemed “chronic offenders.” Moreover, one of the most popular models of predictive policing is known as “PredPol,” which is used by approximately 60 police forces in the US as well as corporate private security companies. The program—one that seemingly fits with the theory of hot spot policing—is used to predict criminal activity within certain geographic areas. It incorporates daily-updated maps and “generates place-specific crime forecasts … as small as 500 by 500 square feet.”

Risk-terrain modeling (“RTM”) is an example of predictive policing. Ferguson describes how RTM may be used to prevent a drug transaction:

The data drove an assessment of what happened, which allowed analysts to predict where it would happen next, which in turn led to interventions to stop it happening again. RTM was able to predict the risk, and then offer suggestions
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to the city government to fix the environmental vulnerabilities so as not to have
the crime happen again at that location ... The big idea behind RTM is to rethink
police organizations 'as risk management agencies that address vulnerabilities and
exposures in the communities that they serve through strategies that go beyond
specific deterrence of offenders.'\textsuperscript{50}

RTM is also employed for violent crimes to identify and prevent recurring
shooting patterns. RTM exemplifies the purpose of predictive policing:
“intervene before any infraction or crime has been committed.”\textsuperscript{51} Even
among models beyond RTM that are able to provide real-time updates for
intervention,\textsuperscript{52} predictive policing tools are based on risk assessments by
their very nature.

In Canada, police services currently employ similar predictive
technologies for several purposes\textsuperscript{53} including crime detection and
prevention.\textsuperscript{54} Since late 2015, the Vancouver Police Department has
used GEODASH, a preventative predictive technology that forecasts
the location of property crime.\textsuperscript{55} In Saskatchewan, police services are in
the process of crafting technology “that will analyze social media posts,
police records, and social services information to predict who might go
missing.”\textsuperscript{56} In early 2020, the Edmonton Police Service (“EPS”) similarly
launched the “Community Solutions Accelerator” with several corporate
partners.\textsuperscript{57} According to the EPS, the Accelerator uses AI and machine
learning to predict crime, improve public safety, and identify the “root
causes of a person’s actions, and focus on the interconnected challenges
of crime, addiction, homelessness and mental health.”\textsuperscript{58} These predictive
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technologies are accompanied by other AI, including biometric software, for investigative purposes.59

B) Current Applications in Criminal Justice—Courts

Predictive technology features prominently in US criminal courts. As risk assessment tools, predictive technologies are employed to calculate the probability of recidivism for bail, sentencing and parole decisions.60 As explained by Sarah Brayne and Angèle Christin:

Risk-assessment instruments are explicitly designed to ‘structure’ decision-making and curtail judicial discretion by providing a clear set of guidelines, scores, and recommendations to legal professionals throughout the adjudication and incarceration process. Pre-trial risk assessment instruments evaluate the probability that a defendant is a threat to public safety or will fail to appear in court. During adjudication, they can be used for sentencing decisions. Post-adjudication, they are used to predict recidivism for probation and parole decisions. Risk scores also serve as correctional instruments to determine the security classification of incarcerated individuals.61

There are no reported decisions where Canadian criminal courts have used AI for these very purposes. But criminal courts and correctional authorities have long employed actuarial tools that use statistical techniques to predict a person’s risk.62 As detailed below, these actuarial tools have faced similar questions to that of AI about their reliance on data, which further perpetuates existing biases.63
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C) Commentary Surrounding Predictive Technology

Predictive technology is the subject of extensive scrutiny and controversy. Broadly speaking, proponents of predictive technology highlight its potential for transparent, pragmatic, data-driven policymaking\(^{64}\) and its ability to promote “accuracy and objectivity in fact finding.”\(^{65}\) They argue that AI can reduce or eliminate bias, create efficiencies, support public safety, and reduce incarceration rates\(^{66}\) because predictive algorithms are more accurate, objective, and consistent than human decision makers.\(^{67}\) Proponents suggest that we ought to use the “millions of observations about how criminal defendants actually behave” rather than dispose of such valuable information from which we could learn.\(^{68}\) This argument has been adopted in recent studies where algorithms have been found to predict recidivism better than humans.\(^{69}\) Indeed, using predictive technology would “increase knowledge about the criminal justice system itself.”\(^{70}\)

Conversely, opponents raise questions about potential prejudice, unfairness, accountability, transparency, and the ethics of adopting machine-generated proof.\(^{71}\) Many of these questions stem from the proprietary nature of predictive technology and bias embedded in the data itself. Because the inner workings of predictive technology are often hidden from public view for corporate competition purposes,\(^{72}\) there are questions about whether two people accused of the same crime could potentially receive “sharply different bail or sentencing outcomes based on inputs that are beyond their control—but have no way of assessing or challenging the results.”\(^{73}\) Such a “black box” dynamic may cause insurmountable barriers for accused or convicted persons who wish to challenge potential biases in the algorithmic data or the algorithms
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themselves in their risk calculations. We will further explain how this may play out in the courtroom later in this paper.

Criminal courts are alive to these concerns. In State v Loomis, the Wisconsin Supreme Court addressed the issue of algorithmic opacity. Mr. Loomis was convicted and sentenced to the maximum duration of imprisonment for his offences. The caveat was that an algorithmic risk assessment tool, namely COMPAS, assisted the sentencing judge with the decision. After Mr. Loomis challenged the lower court’s use of the algorithm, the Wisconsin Supreme Court held that the sentencing court’s use of an algorithmic risk assessment tool did not violate the offender’s due process rights, despite the non-disclosure of its methodology to the court or the offender. In making this finding, the Court directed sentencing courts to use caution moving forward, as the algorithmic risk tool in question was only able to “identify groups of high-risk offenders—not a particular high-risk individual.”

Beyond these transparency concerns, predictive technology also attracts criticism about how it replicates, exacerbates, and perpetuates existing biases. Critics question the objectivity of the data upon which predictive technology relies; such criticism is not limited to predictive technologies in the justice system. Fundamentally, “machine output reflects human choices about input.” Research indicates “that the unrepresentative nature” of such data affects predictive policing:

First, the presence of bias in the initial training data leads to predictions that are subject to the same biases that already exist within the records … Second, the newly observed criminal acts that police document as a result of these targeted patrols then feed into the predictive policing algorithm on subsequent days, generating increasingly biased predictions.

Civil liberty advocates similarly argue that predictive technologies facilitate police contact on those “who have yet to commit a crime under the guise of historical crime patterns that are not representative of all criminal
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behaviour.”82 And as Carmen Cheung observes, “the potential for false positives is not trivial. This potential is concerning when algorithmic tools are used to inform decisions which may implicate liberty interests.”83

Recently, the Citizen Lab and the International Human Rights Program at the University of Toronto’s Faculty of Law published a report investigating algorithmic policing practices in Canada. The report concludes that their use “has the potential to violate fundamental human rights and freedoms.”84 The report then makes a series of recommendations for authorities and legislators to develop a legal framework that would limit “the use of algorithmic policing technologies.”85 These recommendations include but are not limited to further law enforcement transparency, enactment of directives, publishing public reports, and law enforcement taking caution when dealing with algorithms and data-driven policing.

D) Future Considerations for AI in Criminal Courts

Despite the lack of consensus about predictive technology’s utility and efficacy, it appears predictive technology is here to stay. In the context of administrative tribunals, some authors suggest “the future of administrative adjudication and regulation in Canada will likely feature AI, particularly in a supportive role vis-à-vis human decision-makers.”86 In the criminal law context, others predict “we are on the precipice of a criminal justice data revolution,”87 which will change how we calculate risk and make findings of fact.88 To manage this impending revolution, Stephen E Henderson encourages the development of guidelines for the criminal justice system to “reap [its] benefits and avoid the pitfalls of this newly data-centric world.”89 Henderson proposes ten “high-level rules” to guide criminal justice big data implementation, including that “the ultimate decision should always be a human one.”90

Elsewhere, Ashley Deeks focuses on the role of judges in promoting algorithmic transparency. Deeks identifies judges as a “key set of actors who will interact with machine learning algorithms with increasing
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frequency and whose lifeblood is real-world controversies.”  

According to Deeks, judges “should demand explanations for algorithmic decisions, recommendations, or predictions” and by doing so, “will play a seminal role in shaping the nature and form of explainable AI” to ensure that algorithms are trustworthy and fair.  

In addition, Deeks suggests that judges can, “[i]n the administrative law setting … sit as neutral reviewers of an agency’s use of machine learning algorithms.”

Finally, other scholars like Andrea Roth consider the practical implications of introducing information generated by predictive technology as evidence—or as “witness against” an accused person—in a criminal proceeding. Roth argues that using such information to prove guilt in the US justice system “seems to implicate many of the same dignitary and accuracy concerns underlying the framers’ preoccupation with in-the-shadows accusations and ex parte affidavits.” In Canada, these concerns implicate fundamental trial rights under sections 7 and 11(d) of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, such as the right to confront a witness. Roth connects the inscrutability of machine processes to the “dignity of the accused and the perceived legitimacy of the legal process,” and ultimately proposes a legal framework to conceptualize and regulate machine evidence.

The extent to which predictive technology should be incorporated into the criminal justice system—both inside and outside the courtroom—is a subject of ongoing scholarly debate. Despite the many criticisms of AI, the predominant focus of this debate tends not to be on whether it can augment human decision-makers, but how it can best achieve that objective. Implicit in this debate is an acknowledgment that AI is here to stay and that we ought to identify how and where it best belongs. This position accepts that “the ‘human alone’ legal decision-making model may not be the best of all possible models.” The Canadian criminal justice system would be well served by a proactive discussion about the promise and potential pitfalls of AI before its arrival. Peace bond proceedings are a
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logical starting point for such an analysis given their focus on preventative justice.

3. Preventative Justice in Canada

Criminal courts regularly perform the same calculations as predictive technology, but with human decision-makers at their helm. Courts are required to calculate risk and impose various conditions to influence an accused person or offender’s future behaviour at the bail, peace bond, and sentencing stages. Their overarching purpose when doing so is to prevent the commission of crime, which is a primary objective of criminal law in Canada.100

This objective is manifested both inside and outside the courtroom. The warrantless arrest provisions of the Criminal Code provide an example of police powers that are targeted towards this purpose. Section 495(1)(a), the most expansive provision, provides that an officer can arrest any person who, on reasonable grounds, s/he believes is about to commit an indictable offence. Whereas a “breach of the peace” under other arrest provisions101 must involve “some level of violence and a risk of harm,”102 section 495(1)(a) “encompasses—and extends beyond—the activities which have historically been classified as breaches of the peace.”103 Section 83.3(4)(b) of the Code also authorizes a peace officer to arrest a person without a warrant if the officer suspects, on reasonable grounds, that the detention of the person in custody is likely to prevent a terrorist activity. Each of these powers contemplates the prevention of future crime.

Crime prevention is also an objective of common law. In Brown v Durham Regional Police Force, the Ontario Court of Appeal, in obiter, applied the ancillary powers doctrine104 to recognize a power to arrest or detain a person “who is about to commit a breach of the peace.”105 The Court restricted the application of this power to acts which result in “actual or threatened harm to someone,”106 situations where the apprehended breach is imminent and the risk is substantial,107 or where intervention
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is required to avoid the harm likely to flow in the immediate future.\textsuperscript{108} The Supreme Court later commented on and developed this power in a number of seminal decisions surrounding ancillary police powers.\textsuperscript{109}

**A) Peace Bonds as Tools of Preventative Justice**

Preventative justice is also achieved through “the exercise of judicial power not in order to sanction past conduct but to prevent future misbehavior and harm.”\textsuperscript{110} Peace bonds are special tools that criminal courts use to fulfill their preventative justice function. In general, peace bonds are “order[s] from a judge to keep the peace, be of good behaviour and abide by certain conditions.”\textsuperscript{111} They are issued for pre-emptive purposes\textsuperscript{112} where a defendant “appears likely to commit a criminal offence, but there are no reasonable grounds to believe that an offence has been committed.”\textsuperscript{113} The Supreme Court traces modern peace bonds back as early as the 1300s to the common law practice of binding over: “[T]he judicial authority to make preventive orders to maintain social order despite no specific crime having been charged, aimed at preventing a wide range of undesirable activity.”\textsuperscript{114}

Peace bonds differ from other forms of preventative justice. They are not “offences” under the *Criminal Code*; do not require the commission of an offence as a pre-condition; and require a lower standard of proof than a finding of guilt.\textsuperscript{115} In addition, they depend on evidence from an “informant” who has reasonable grounds to fear that an individual may or will cause any number of harms to persons including, *inter alia*, damaging property or committing a terrorism offence. Those who are subject to peace bonds are not convicted of a criminal offence. Instead, individuals enter into peace bonds “to stipulate with and to give full assurance to the public, that such offence as is apprehended shall not happen.”\textsuperscript{116}
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Peace bonds find their authority in both statute and common law. Statutory peace bonds obtained through an information sworn under section 810 of the *Criminal Code* are available in specific circumstances. Several of the statutory peace bond provisions require the consent of the Attorney General (or delegate) to lay an information. At common law, peace bonds have a different scope than those provided by statute: a reasonably apprehended breach of the peace.\(^{117}\) They do not require a sworn information be laid. Additionally, there is no maximum period for a common law peace bond, whereas statutory peace bonds are limited to 12 months.

Beyond safeguarding the general public, peace bonds are intended to protect especially vulnerable groups, such as children at risk of sexual offences (section 810.1), forced marriage, or removal from the country (section 810.02). The Supreme Court recognizes the general peace bond (section 810) as “an important tool used to protect women leaving abusive relationships.”\(^{118}\) The *Criminal Code* also houses specialized peace bonds to protect society from specific types of offences. Section 810.011 stipulates that anyone “who fears on reasonable grounds that another person may commit a terrorism offence may … lay an information before a provincial court judge.”\(^{119}\) Such a peace bond is “used to constrain liberty of those who authorities fear may commit a terrorism offence.”\(^{120}\)

Terrorism peace bonds are especially noteworthy for their diminished threshold. The *Anti-terrorism Act, 2015* amended the *Criminal Code* to provide that terrorism peace bonds be issued where there is fear that someone *may* commit a terrorism offence. In ordinary recognizances, the requisite fear must pertain to an individual who *will* commit an offence. This modification means that terrorism peace bonds can be based on a mere *possibility* (rather than a *probability*) of a terrorism offence being committed.\(^{121}\) In addition, an officer must believe, on reasonable grounds, that a recognizance is only *likely* to prevent (rather than being *necessary* to prevent) the commission of a terrorism offence.\(^{122}\) The amendment
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enabling such terrorism peace bonds ensured “further investigative powers for police officers.”

Once a peace bond process has been initiated, the resulting procedure is essentially indistinguishable under statute or at common law. The party applying for a peace bond bears the onus on a balance of probabilities and, to meet that onus, must offer evidential proof determined as fact. The defendant can either seek to show cause why s/he should not enter the bond, decide to enter the bond as proposed, or not show cause but contest one or more of the suggested terms. If an application succeeds, the court may impose a number of relevant conditions, such as staying within a certain geographic area, not having contact or communication with identified people, abstaining from the consumption of drugs or alcohol, or avoiding the use of social media.

Despite the fact that peace bonds are not “offences” under the Criminal Code and do not require the commission of an offence as a pre-condition, serious consequences may flow from non-compliance, including a criminal conviction and custody up to four years. Breaches of common law peace bonds are prosecuted under section 127 of the Criminal Code and carry similar penalty provisions as section 811 of the Code, but with a lower maximum penalty of incarceration. While the possibility of incarceration for non-compliance is a significant risk, Justice Then, in Budreo (TD), found that it is “not such an unreasonable burden or expectation … that … exposure to it should be supportable only by proof beyond a reasonable doubt.”

4. Predictive Technology and Preventive Justice

Predictive technology helps answer the central question asked by a peace bond: does someone pose a risk of harm? Where that potential exists, the justice system uses peace bonds as measures of proactivity to address the risk that predictive technology identifies, rather than waiting for the possible commission of an offence. This section expounds the potential complexities of the peace bond-AI relationship.
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Predictive technology factoring into peace bonds does not stretch the imagination. Consider the potential use of peace bonds in a data-driven crime prevention model like the Crime Strategies Unit (“CSU”) in Manhattan, New York. This “Moneyball”-inspired strategy of violent crime-fighting is not a predictive technology system per se, but still operationalizes a proactive data-driven approach in which prosecutors “harness, analyze, and share intelligence in order to craft proactive strategies that address specific crime trends and target priority offenders.” To do so, the CSU divides Manhattan into five geographic areas, assigns a senior prosecutor to each area to target high-risk individuals—the “primary crime drivers … [of] high-violence” neighbourhoods with five or more convictions and a violent history—and isolates them for closer attention. The central software system behind the CSU, the Arrest Alert System, functions as follows:

When someone in the Arrest Alert System is picked up, even on a minor charge or a parole violation, or is arrested in another borough, any interested prosecutor is automatically pinged with a detailed email. People outside the D.A.’s office like parole officers or police intelligence officers are often notified, too. The database can be programmed to send arrest alerts for a particular defendant, a particular gang, a particular neighborhood or housing project, and can be sorted to highlight patterns of crime from bike theft to homicide.

Relying on the Arrest Alert System, the CSU’s ultimate objective is to remove these “bad apple” targets from problematic areas in Manhattan by coordinating and enhancing prosecutorial measures, even if there are no outstanding warrants for their arrest nor sufficient evidence to charge them with a violent offence. To achieve this objective, the CSU employs “all the power of the prosecutors’ office … to incapacitate the individual,” including bail applications, additional charges, and more serious sentencing recommendations.

The CSU model as applied to “primary drivers” of violent crime is potentially adaptable and scalable to any number of risks that predictive technology can identify. Although the predictive power of AI may vary
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across different types of risk, the growth of training data (of sufficient quality and quantity) is likely to promote more meaningful correlation and accurate predictions across categories of potential harm.

This paper proposes that predictive technology will likely factor into peace bond proceedings in two principal ways: first, by generating actionable person- and place-based tips or leads for targeted intervention and enforcement; and second, at the hearing stage, by measuring a person’s future risk and assisting decision-makers with determining whether the threshold for a peace bond has been met. Both scenarios imply that the source or trigger of a peace bond order could be a machine.134 Such a human-machine dynamic will fundamentally alter and disrupt existing paradigms of legal procedure and analysis that courts regularly work through to determine whether interference with individual liberty and autonomy is justified.135 The dynamic will present several challenges, including those that are procedural and evidentiary in nature. These procedural and evidentiary challenges are discussed below.

A) Reasonableness of “Fear”

Criminal courts must be satisfied that informants have reasonable grounds for their fear to grant a peace bond application. As the Ontario Court of Appeal explained in Budreo (OCA), the requisite “reasonableness” of the grounds lend objectivity to the informant’s apprehension and, read together, the phrase “connotes a reasonably based sense of apprehension about a future event, or, as Justice Then put it, it “equates to a belief, objectively established, that the individual will commit an offence.”136

In evaluating the reasonableness of an informant’s fear, courts now rely on “analog” forms of similar data that predictive technology analyzes.137 Consider the following examples of data tendered as evidence in past peace bond proceedings. In Budreo (TD), Justice Then described the kind of evidence that could satisfy the requirement under a section 810.1 peace bond (sexual offence, in this case against minors):

[E]vidence may be led that the defendant has made a threat or sexual proposition to a specific child or a group of children … [or] concerning the individual’s general proclivity to abuse children sexually. This could be based on a relevant criminal record and past behaviour around children. Evidence of a diagnosed medical mental disorder that predisposes the defendant to be sexually attracted
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Other peace bond applications, such as those under section 810.2 (serious personal injury offences), rely on similar data. In *R v Schafer*, the Crown submitted a detailed affidavit from a police officer that included a risk assessment outlining reasons to fear that the defendant would commit a serious personal injury offence. The Crown’s assessment was based on materials provided by Corrections Canada, which included the defendant’s criminal record and several risk and psychological assessments conducted by Corrections Canada personnel. The evidentiary record in *Schafer* mirrors those illustrated in cases like *Penunsi*, where the defendant was similarly scheduled to be released from prison. Peace bond applications on this basis appear to be quite common.

The shift from human- to machine-driven risk identification and proof will pose many procedural and evidentiary challenges. The extent of those challenges will depend on the degree to which peace bond informants rely on predictive technology to identify, ground, or measure risk. This reliance could manifest in several ways.

First, informants who derive their fear exclusively from a predictive technology become mere conduits for statistics, potentially undermining the subjectivity of their own beliefs. In other words, the informant’s role becomes redundant and perhaps dispensable; if a technological apparatus offers a prediction suggesting heightened risk, what more would informants provide? Are informants then required to opine on the accuracy or sufficiency of the given prediction? Second, informants may partially rely on predictions with grounds inclusive of a combination of human decision-making and technology. Such a scenario may, for instance, involve a prediction serving as a “lead” to target a certain individual, which would likely then require further investigation to either substantiate the basis for the prediction (the data) or the corroborate the prediction itself (the risk). This scenario would result in significant overlap and duplication of effort between human and machine. And, third, how would informants articulate or explain the basis for their fear,
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especially in a court of law that is governed by the rules of evidence? This question is considered in greater detail below.

**B) Evidence of an Informant’s Fear**

The statutory peace bond provisions do not specify the type of evidence that is required to persuade the court of a reasonable apprehension of harm.\(^{142}\) Because peace bond hearings are not trials, the rules of evidence tend not to be applied as rigorously.\(^{143}\) At minimum, criminal courts must be satisfied by evidence that an informant’s fear is sufficiently reliable and trustworthy to make findings about future dangerousness.\(^{144}\)

Evidence of future risk is generally driven by several factors, including public danger.\(^{145}\) Predictive technology is said to provide more objective evidence about that danger. But the practical utility—and admissibility—of AI evidence in criminal courts is an open question because AI evidence does not lend itself to conventional rules of evidence. As Roth observes, the shift from human- to machine-generated proof has resulted in “doctrinal and conceptual confusion” about machine evidence.\(^{146}\) Depending on the appropriate category of evidence under which predictions fall, certain implications necessarily follow. Some of these implications are discussed below.

First, AI predictions may be categorized as hearsay if offered for the truth of their content. This could arise where predictive technology serves as proof of the reasonableness of an informant’s fear or to substantiate future risk. In this context, a prediction may serve as an out-of-court “statement” made by a machine, or the “declarant.” Classifying AI predictions in this manner would result in their presumptive inadmissibility, unless they fall under a traditional exception or the principled exception to hearsay, the latter of which would require a prediction to be both necessary and reliable.\(^{147}\)

To state the obvious, machines cannot be cross-examined. Indeed, the Supreme Court of Canada has held that a safeguard to ensure the
reliability of a hearsay statement is the ability to contemporaneously cross-examine the deponent.\textsuperscript{148} This lends credence to characterizing AI predictions as hearsay evidence\textsuperscript{149} and begs the question: if admitted for the truth of their content, how can machine “statements” be tested? Roth suggests an approach driven by algorithmic transparency, which involves a pre-hearing challenge to the “witness” machine that tests “different parameters or inputs (much like posting hypotheticals to human experts)” or publicizing the inner workings of the algorithm.\textsuperscript{150} This approach creates other practical and proprietary concerns that are discussed in the “Disclosure Considerations” section below.

In the alternative, AI predictions may not be classified as hearsay if they are employed for more limited purposes, like providing tips or leads to police for further investigation. Consider the Supreme Court’s treatment of statements adduced for the purpose of establishing grounds in the context of an anonymous tip about an impaired driver. If the police rely on such a tip to pull a suspect vehicle over, and that tip is then introduced into evidence for the sole purpose of establishing the police officer’s grounds for stopping that vehicle, the Court is clear about its non-hearsay function: “it does not matter whether the unidentified caller’s statement was accurate, exaggerated, or even false.”\textsuperscript{151} By analogy, if AI identifies a specific person who poses a particular risk of harm, and through further police investigation substantiates that risk to the threshold required for a peace bond, the fact that the informant’s belief has its genesis in a machine may be of little consequence, at least to the extent that the informant can articulate the grounds for his or her belief separate and apart from the information s/he obtained from a machine. There are obvious differences between an anonymous tip from a human (who hears or observes something) and a “tip” from a machine (which interprets the things that humans have seen or heard), but both suffer from their own potential shortcomings.

Second, a predictive machine that makes findings about future risk could be treated as an expert providing opinion evidence. As defined in McWilliams’ Canadian Criminal Evidence, “[a]n opinion is an inference, deduction, impression or conclusion from an observed fact or facts.

\textsuperscript{148} Ibid.
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\textsuperscript{150} Roth, supra note 13 at 1981.
Secondary inferences, conclusions derived from primary facts, are exclusively within the province of the trier of fact.”

By this definition, predictive technology draws secondary inferences from facts—or data—that has been previously observed and collected by any number of persons or technologies.

Although general opinion evidence is typically inadmissible, and a predictive algorithm would likely not amount to providing a lay opinion that is within common knowledge, it is theoretically possible that an AI machine could provide an “expert” opinion about its specialization: future risk. Expert opinions, however, are subject to a series of requirements for admissibility purposes. Even when the evidence meets these requirements, which are outlined in *R v Abbey*, trial judges must fulfil their gatekeeper function and determine whether the benefits of admission outweigh potential risks. The many practical and policy implications of qualifying a machine as an expert are beyond the scope of this paper, but undoubtedly warrant further scrutiny and attention.

### C) Disclosure Considerations

If an informant—or the Crown, by extension—relies on predictive technology during a peace bond proceeding (as part of the investigation or to assist with meeting the requisite onus), several disclosure issues are likely to arise. These disclosure concerns relate to, first, the vast amount of data that AI requires to make “actionable predictions and identifications” and, second, the machine-learning processes it performs and/or the given source code. Resolving these concerns requires the reconciliation of several competing interests.

First, the Crown has an obligation to disclose all relevant information in its possession relating to the investigation against an accused. Few exceptions exist: clear irrelevance, privilege, or other laws that govern the information. The Crown also holds discretion with respect to
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the manner and timing of disclosure to protect personal privacy and avoid harm or prejudice to the public interest. This obligation includes information that has a reasonable possibility of assisting the accused in their exercise of the right to make full answer and defence,\textsuperscript{158} as enshrined and protected by sections 7, 10 and 11 of the \textit{Charter}.\textsuperscript{159} Among other things, these rights include the right to cross-examine witnesses called by the Crown.

These rights may be at odds with highly sophisticated predictive technologies that rely on trade secrets. Recall that predictive technologies and the algorithms they station require an endless supply of data to properly and accurately function. In addition to what is already an unquantifiable amount of data, the type of data the algorithm uses may be problematic for disclosure purposes. For example, an algorithm could theoretically use data acquired from confidential informants, law enforcement partners, or even intelligence sources. Indeed, the Supreme Court has stated that

\begin{quote}
[c]riminal investigative files may contain highly sensitive material including: outlines of unproven allegations; statements of complaints or witnesses—at times concerning very personal matters; personal addresses and phone numbers; photographs; medical reports; bank statements; search warrant information; surveillance reports; communications intercepted by wiretap; scientific evidence including DNA information; criminal records, etc.\textsuperscript{160}
\end{quote}

Some of this information, which may be included in algorithmic assessments, presents a glaring issue: the best technology-produced predictions rely on veiled data. From a procedural standpoint, this issue of concealed data may foreclose the use of predictive technologies in certain situations.

A second (and related) concern involves the inner workings of the algorithm, the machine-learning process, and the source code. Predictive technologies in the policing context are often proprietary in nature and are not disclosed to the public.\textsuperscript{161} For example, predictive technologies like the above-mentioned PredPol use “a proprietary statistical algorithm.”\textsuperscript{162} This black-box dynamic is largely irreconcilable with disclosure obligations. The defendant’s ability to make full answer and defence arguably rests
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on understanding how the predictive technology works. In other words, it is reasonable to suggest that a defendant’s ability to test the validity and accuracy of the algorithm depends on their access to the data and processes employed “against” them, or by perhaps consulting experts and using their own algorithms. Roth expounds this point succinctly:

[L]awmakers should consider pretrial disclosure and access rules for machines, especially machine “experts.” These rules might allow litigants to access machines before trial to test different parameters or inputs (much like posing hypotheticals to human experts). The rules might also require public access to programs for further testing or “tinkering”; disclosure of “source code,” if necessary to meaningfully scrutinize the machine’s claims; and the discovery of prior statements.163

Henderson echoes this sentiment and suggests that “any underlying algorithm used in adjudication or policing should be publicly available, or—at the very least—available for and subject to inspection by independent authorities.”164

Those against whom the algorithm forms its predictions can face barriers through both the algorithm itself and their ability to challenge the algorithm. These issues, among the others identified, may pose the greatest obstacle to employing predictive technology in the peace bond context. But these obstacles may be overcome by emphasizing access and transparency.

D) Other Considerations: Police Discretion and Pre-Crime Policing

Police officers have a duty to enforce the law and investigate crimes, but this duty is not absolute.165 The Supreme Court recognizes that police discretion is an essential feature of the criminal justice system.166 As Justice La Forest wrote in R v Beare, eliminating police “discretion would be unworkably complex and rigid.”167 In practice, this means that a police officer who has reasonable grounds to believe that an offence has been committed, or that a more thorough investigation might produce evidence that could form the basis of a criminal charge, “may exercise his or her discretion to decide not to engage the judicial process.”168
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Police discretion requires both rational justification that is proportionate to the seriousness of the conduct and exercising discretion in the public interest. As the Supreme Court held in *R v Beaudry*, “while some exercises of discretion are almost routine and are clearly justified, others are truly exceptional and will require that the police officer explain his or her decision in greater detail.”169 Whether and to what degree police officers should maintain their discretion when relying on predictive technologies involves a host of policy considerations. Should police maintain discretion to act on every “lead” provided by a prediction?170 Or should police maintain their discretion to bypass or ignore some of the machine’s predictions?171 While predictive technologies are theoretically capable of injecting a degree of objectivity into crime-prevention and policing, they may also serve to amplify and perpetuate existing practices that further marginalize over-policed groups. The extent to which these technologies are incorporated into our justice system and the manner in which police exercise their direction in respect of these technologies has far-reaching implications.

5. Conclusion

The peace bond defendant is uniquely positioned as a person accused of no crime, but one who faces liberty restrictions on a diminished standard of proof. The Supreme Court held in *Penunsi* that “it is the responsibility of every justice system participant to guard against the deprivation of the defendant’s liberty unless absolutely necessary.”172 In emphasizing this responsibility, the Court echoed the words of Justice Iacobucci in *R v Hall*:

> At the heart of a free and democratic society is the liberty of its subjects. Liberty lost is never regained and can never be fully compensated for; therefore, where the potential exists for the loss of freedom for even a day, we, as a free and democratic society, must place the highest emphasis on ensuring that our system of justice minimizes the chances of an unwarranted denial of liberty.173

As we move towards a future where technology enhances our ability to “warrant” the deprivation of liberty, we must answer a fundamental question: What is the appropriate balance between preventing crime and infringing liberties?
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Together, predictive technology and peace bonds have the potential to manufacture a more efficient, preventative and precautionary approach to tackling criminality. The peace bond-AI relationship could capture what Lucia Zedner calls our “shift from a post- to a pre-crime society, where preventing future crime gradually takes precedence over identifying and bringing to justice perpetrators of crimes already committed.” If predictive technology is able to predict when and where crimes will be committed and by whom, some degree of pre-crime intervention by the state can be justified. That intervention will likely take the form of a peace bond.

The extent to which our justice system should shift to one that is pre-crime oriented is the central policy question that arises from the peace bond-AI relationship. Meaningful discussion of this question is beyond the scope of this paper. But it should start immediately. As tools of preventative justice, peace bonds are likely to attract the use of predictive technology. This will likely occur in two ways: by providing person- and place-based tips or leads for targeted intervention and enforcement; and at the hearing stage, by providing evidence of risk. The use of predictive technology in both contexts will create a human-machine dynamic that will challenge existing paradigms of evidence and procedure. Many practical and policy issues will arise as a result of this dynamic: Can machine evidence be meaningfully tested and evaluated? Is the proprietary nature of AI technology an obstacle to maintaining Charter-protected rights? What is the appropriate exercise of police discretion when relying on predictive AI?

These questions should be seriously considered by Parliament when attempting to legislate in this area. As with any new technology, there are costs and benefits. AI is an inevitable presence in our justice system and an ongoing dialogue about its proper use and scope should commence at the earliest opportunity.
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